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Power BI Consultant

Microsoft, data & ai, some experience, consultant Belgium share on

When we say data , you say analytics ! You’re  passionate  about data and what it can

mean to organizations. You’re curious,  ambitious  and ready to become an even better data

analyst than you already are.

If there’s one tool that stands out to you, it’s probably  Microsoft Power BI . Either way, with

your far-reaching knowledge about the  Microsoft technology stack and Azure ,

you’d feel right at home among like-minded  experts  . 

You’re eager to start  building  integrated data solutions, and can’t wait to show companies

the many  possibilities  that are hiding in their data. Guess what – that’s exactly who we are

looking for! 

Got a deep passion for  data  and  Microsoft technologies  such as Power BI? Then let’s

talk.

Apply for Power BI Consultant!

Thank you for your application.
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We will get back in touch with you soon! Have a great day!

read our stories

Who are we?

We’re the Microsoft Analytics team: we design and build end-to-end data platforms using

Microsoft technologies. Together with our customers, we determine which concepts,

projects and solutions best fit their organization. Power BI obviously is an important tool to us for

reporting, but we work out complete data solutions, including a data strategy . From

creating the most basic reports to building a data architecture from scratch – you name it,

we’ve done it..

We’re a dynamic and diverse team of data lovers , skilled in data cleaning, data warehousing,

data analytics, and data visualization. Our mission? To help our customers to get to know

their own company even better. As Microsoft experts, we are convinced that Azure

technologies (Azure Synapse Analytics or Azure Data Factory, to name but a few) are

crucial to that. Sure, we have a strong cloud focus, but our SQL Server expertise is also a

strong asset. 

Coding may not be the main part of our job, but as data lovers we know how important it is

to be able to program. So yes, building data platforms requires both tech skills  and a business

mindset  . That’s what we call ‘ the best of both worlds '! 

Just so you know: delaware has its offices in Antwerp , Ghent  , Kortrijk , Lummen, Liège

and Wavre , but we also spend a lot of time working on-site with our customers,

wherever they are based. 

Apply Now
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